education systems in developing states and plaguing educational planners and project implementers reveals the weakness of educational development as an engine of social, economic, and political change. When seen in this light, the question is not why educational expansion has failed to promote economic growth, to reduce social inequalities, or to establish participatory political systems. The question is, Why, in the face of large investments of human and capital resources, are education systems in such disarraywhat is going wrong with the educational development process?
The following pages concentrate on the question of what goes wrong in educational development. The findings reported here are based on a detailed analysis of one case, the West African country of Liberia during the period from 1972 to 1985. 7 This effort to identify the impediments to educational development, focuses on a major set of actors in the de velopment process--international funding agencies. We outline the ways in which development projects sponsored by international funding agencies shaped and often distorted organizational aspects of the Liberian education system during the 14-year period under investigation. We believe that the Liberian case is not unique, that similar problems inevitably result from internationally funded development efforts wherever they occur.
II. Liberian Educational Development, 1970-85
Liberian patterns of educational development parallel those of other developing countries. During the period from 1970 to 1980, Liberian primary enrollments of children aged 6-11 grew by nearly one-half from 56 percent in 1970 to 76 percent in 1980. 8 
82).
7 This research was conducted during our tenure in Liberia, where Nagel was a Fulbright scholar at the University of Liberia and at the Ministry of Education (1984/85) and where Snyder was a technical advisor at the Ministry of Education (1983/85).
8 Unesco (n. 1 above), sec. 3, p. 28.
chiidren aged 12-17 more than doubled during the same period, from 10 percent in 1970 to 23 percent in 1980. 9 And tertiary enrollments of those aged 20-24 nearly tripled from less than 1 percent in 1970 to 2.5 percent in 1980. 10 Increases in student enrollments were accompanied by increases in the number of teachers and in the number of schools. In 1970, there were 4,048 primary and secondary, public and private school teachers; 11 by 1984, the number of primary and secondary teachers had increased 17 percent to 4,742 (a significant increase, though it failed to keep up with student enrollment expansion). 12 The number of schools also grew during the 1970-84 period, increasing 41 percent from 887 primary and secondary schools in 1970 to 1,251 primary and secondary schools in 1984. 13 Ironically, just as these figures mirror those cited above for all developing countries, so too do the types and magnitude of problems underlying these expansive data. The Liberian education sector suffers from a shortage of trained teachers, problems with curriculum development, usage, and relevancy, limited access to education, lack of instructional materials, poor supervision, weak administration, and inadequate vocational and technical education. 14 The list is essentially identical to those problems researchers identify as confronting most developing countries. Like those of other developing states, Liberia's educational development problems bear witness to their depth and tenacity.
Although Liberia became the African continent's first independent state in 1847, any systematic efforts at national educational development did not begin until the 1950s when, under President W. V. S. Tubman's Unification Policy, 15 Liberia began an unprecedented expansion of its educational facilities, assisted in large part by foreign aid. 16 for International Development-sponsored evaluation team; the evaluation was a depressing harbinger of subsequent Liberian-and foreign-sponsored assessments:
What is disturbing about Liberia is not that ten years have failed to produce a good educational system, but that ten years have failed to produce even the foundations of such a system. The reasons are not entirely clear. One can point to numerous instances of inefficiency, corruption, and incompetence in the de velopment and operation of the expanding system of government schools; but difficulties of this kind are common to most developing economies and do not afford an adequate explanation of Liberia's peculiar backwardness in the educational field. It can also be argued that Liberia has not spent enough on education in recent years; but this argument is hard to defend, for one might with equal force contend that had twice as much money been spent, twice as much would have been wasted. 17 While Clower and his associates did not successfully solve the puzzle of Liberia's educational development problems, their analysis remained apt, if somewhat overstated, 18 nearly 2 decades later when we participated in a Liberian Ministry of Education-sponsored assessment of World Bank and African Development Bank (referred to hereafter as "Bank Group") projects. 19 Our report stated, "The picture of Liberian education is a limited-access and high-wastage system that is expanding, but not fast enough to assimilate a greater proportion of a fast-growing population. . . . Bank Group investments . .. may have helped Liberia from losing more ground in meeting the educational needs of its populace, but little in the way of progress can be claimed.' 20 As portrayed by the above reports, the Liberian educational development landscape looked uniformly bleak despite increases in enrollments and the number of teachers and schools. 21 The incongruity between educational expansion on the one hand and education system disarray on the other hand leads to the inevitable question of what is wrong with Liberian education-why have 3 decades of development efforts produced so little successful education design and delivery? The answers are complex and, like the problems, not unique to Liberian education: a poor infrastructure in a poor nation; a borrowed design for schooling ranging from buildings to teacher training to curricula; an inefficient and often neglectful, often self-interested, educational administrative apparatus lacking in supervision and unable to exert control over a teaching staff that is poorly trained, seldom paid, and part of a profession that labors in an environment of low material and status rewards.
Reports of problems like these abound in the literature on educational development and are valid factors impeding development progress. How ever, like the aggregate statistics that depict a misleading pattern of ed ucational expansion, these factors do not tell the whole story. Indeed, they are less explanations than they are factors themselves to be explained. To accept such problems as inefficiency, neglect, corruption, disorgani zation, absenteeism, or incompetency as the primary explanations for underdevelopment leaves researchers and educational planners at a dead end. An illuminating analysis should explain the persistence or even the production of these problems. The next section of this article explicates the ways in which one important aspect of educational developmentinternational funding of development projects-contributes to and some times creates some of the most persistent and vexing educational devel opment problems.
III. Liberian Education as a Loosely Coupled System
In the 1970s, organizational theorists challenged the traditional view of organizations as rationally planned and operated, bureaucratically and efficiently structured, and possessed of clear and identifiable functions and boundaries. After researchers documented the fluid, often apparently irrational and inefficient structures of many organizations, there emerged an alternate understanding of organizations as "loosely coupled," that is, flexible, unplanned, decentralized, and diversely structured. 22 Researchers cited a number of characteristics of loosely coupled systems: lack of re lationship among resources, production, and demands; causal indepen dence-inputs unrelated to outputs; redundancy-several means or units to achieve the same results; slow or absent coordination among units; mismatch between organizational chart and unit activity; concealment and poor surveillance opportunities/capabilities; absence of linkages among units; failure to implement rules; frequent and unpunished violations of rules; decentralization of authority.
Meyer and Rowan, in particular, have argued that loose coupling accurately characterizes American schooling, where there are pluralistic systems of control, but perhaps less accurately characterizes British and Continental educational systems, where control is centralized and resides in ministries of education. 23 Many aspects of Liberian society are influenced by the American model; however, the educational system is ostensibly tightly structured under its national Ministry of Education. Nevertheless, in the course of our 1985 Bank Group assessment for the Liberian Ministry of Education (MOE), we observed fractionalization, lack of coordination, and drift in the education sector as a whole, and the same problems within and among the various education subsectors (primary education, secondary education, tertiary education, vocational/technical education, teacher training, curriculum development, supervision, and administration).
Teaching was an autonomous activity often divorced from any cur riculum, instructional materials, or supervision. The pieces of schooling often failed to come together or else converged in an unexpected manner. We observed schools with no principals, no teachers, no instructional materials, and/or no students. We observed single buildings with more than one school, each with its own name, principal, uniforms, teaching staff, and student body. We observed teacher training programs operating without nationally approved textbooks, learning a curriculum different from the national curriculum, and producing graduates who planned and pursued nonteaching careers. We observed competing national systems of primary education, sponsored by different international agencies, each with its own schools, teacher training programs, supervisory systems, cur ricula, and instructional materials. We observed dissociation among the contents of (a) the national curriculum, (b) the national textbooks, and (c) the national examinations (not surprisingly accompanied by poor national high school exam results). 24 Further, we observed incongruities between the described and actual functions of many units in the Ministry of Education: a research division and a planning division whose work was routinely conducted by other units and by Liberian and international staff scattered throughout the ministry; a statistics division whose work was conducted by a unit created by a Bank Group development project; and an IBM unit created by another development grant, no longer functioning, but still staffed.
In addition, we noted jurisdictional ambiguities and conflicts between units within the Ministry of Education over control of primary schooling, science and vocational/technical schooling, the development and publication of instructional materials, the sale of textbooks, and the administration of development projects. Finally, we noted a gap between the official rules and procedures governing the education sector and the actual operation of education in Liberia: salary scales that were approved but not implemented; official student-teacher ratios (45:1 for primary, 40:1 for secondary) that were not enforced; 25 school operating schedules (days and hours open) that were not adhered to; and teacher salary payments that were repeatedly delayed.
While no system, education or otherwise, whether in a developing or developed state, operates completely smoothly or works exactly as planned, k6 the extent of fragmentation, conflict, and drift in Liberian education was so great that it was difficult to view the state of affairs as accidental. Ironically, the chaos seemed ordered, organized in a way that suggested that systematic forces were at work, forces that were pulling the education sector apart.
Once again, organization theory was relevant. Liberian education re sembled what Ackoff, Finnel, and Gharajedaghi termed a "mess"-a bundle of interacting problems. 2 ' The interesting point they make is that, while a mess is complex, it is not chaotic. A mess is a system o f problems: it is not random, it has an internal organization and logic, and it results from a process that is potentially explicable.
When viewed as a logical system, a thread of commonality could be seen running through the various problems constituting the Liberian education "mess." That commonality was the direct or indirect involvement of international funding agencies in so many of the problems of coordination and control described above.
There are three ways in which the international funding of educational development projects decouples education systems: (1) the policies that 25 £ Tarpeh, "Government Clamps Down on Schools," Liberian Educational Persp ectives 1, no. 1 (1984): 9. 26 The Liberian education sector is not unique in its loose coupling. guide development agencies (in particular, policy conflicts and discontin uities among multiple agencies and within a single agency over time); (2) the structure of development projects (especially as a result of development agencies' preferences for establishing new units and agencies in the ed ucation sector); and (3) competition for control of development funds (both among recipient units and agencies and among international funding agencies themselves). The following sections discuss these three mechanisms and illustrate the ways in which they worked to fragment the Liberian education sector.
IV. Educational Development Agency Policies
Organizations have their own internal dynamics that shape their dealings with the external environment. Development agencies are no exception. Much has been written about the content and evolution of World Bank development policies. 28 In its early development activities, the World Bank emphasized formal, particularly tertiary, education. 29 The entrance of Robert S. McNamara as president in the late 1960s resulted in a shift in World Bank education policy to soften the boundaries of loan-eligible areas. The publication of the first comprehensive education policy paper in 1971 recommended a systematic study of the entire education sector as a prerequisite for financing, '" noting that "the most serious gap affecting everything else has been the management capability--organization, plan ning, evaluation, supervision-needed to meet the challenge of expan sion," 51 and recommending lending activities be confined to the "established areas" of technical, agricultural, and teacher training and general secondary education.
The power of World Bank policy to shape not only its own development projects but also to influence the course of development policy formulation in other agencies is often noted, sometimes critically. 32 That power was reflected in the pattern of Bank Group education projects in Liberia. The Bank Group's First Education Project in Liberia was appraised in 1972 in the amount of $9.6 million. 35 The total amount was divided between projects in two categories: (1) 34 The second project bore little resemblance in intent to the first project. As we can see from table 1, only three of the nine components of the second project were continuations of components funded under the first project. Of the $5.4 million loan, three-fifths was allocated to primary schooling (building construction, instructional materials, curricu lum development), and the remainder was divided among teacher training, adult education, and educational administration. The shift away from secondary and tertiary education toward primary schooling was no accident. It can be traced directly to the 1974 publication of two World Banksponsored documents: a bank education-sector working paper and Chenery et al.'s Redistribution with Growth} 5 These policy volumes emphasized the importance of primary schooling in educational development, an emphasis that was reflected in the Bank Group's Liberian education projects that followed.
The next two Bank Group projects in Liberia were the Third Education Project, appraised in 1977, and the Fourth Education Project, appraised in 1982. 36 As can be seen in table 1, these projects retained the Bank Group emphasis on primary schooling and educational planning and administration, increased support for vocational/technical education, and all but abandoned secondary and tertiary education.
The changing emphases of Bank Group policy contributed greatly to the expansion of primary education, but also exacerbated certain discon tinuities in other parts of the education sector. Some of these discontinuities are evident in table 1. There we see one-time funding of tertiary school construction and adult education and two-time funding of primary and secondary school construction, curriculum development, testing, and in structional materials. Only teacher training and educational administration and planning were funded in three or more of the four Bank Group projects. The limited funding was not contingent on the well-being of these elements, so the loss of financial/technical emphasis was a serious handicap to sustained development.
Furthermore, multiple project funding for a particular component did not guarantee similarity of content in what was funded. For instance, both testing and instructional materials were funded twice under the second and fourth projects. However, in both cases the second phase of funding virtually ignored the first. In the case of testing, the second project's testing division was superseded by the fourth project's support for the West African Examinations Council. In the case of instructional materials, the second project's publications unit was superseded by the fourth project's textbook unit.
The changing emphases of World Bank policy had the positive effect of contributing greatly to the expansion of primary education, particularly in terms of school construction. 37 However, shifts in World Bank policy also created certain discontinuities in other parts of the education sector, 38 For instance, under the First Education Project (1972), two multilateral high schools (MLHSs) designed to provide instruction in science and s * The bank's preference for "hardware," i.e., construction, has been a basis for some criticism. See Ayres, p. 25; and Payer, p. 231. 38 The problems for development of changing policies have been noted by a number of researchers, e.g., Aart Van vocational/technical subjects were built in the two regional cities of Z wedru and Voinjama. The MLHSs were intended to improve regional student access to science and vocational/technical education. The cessation of funding following the early 1970s shift in bank policy toward primary education left the MLHSs without adequate science and vocational education equipment and staff. While the buildings were indeed built, the concept of the MLHS program was lost, and only very expensive, but traditional, high schools remained.
With a return to recognition of the importance of vocational/technical training in the late 1970s, the Bank Group resumed its willingness to fund Liberian science and vocational/technical education projects. However, instead of concentrating efforts on rescuing the foundering MLHSs, the decision was made to construct four new science and technology centers (STCs) in four other regional cities under the Third Education Project (1977). The fate of the STCs is discussed below.
Another casualty of changes in Bank Group policies was the University of Liberia's College of Forestry and Agriculture (COAF). The early Bank Group emphasis on agricultural education was not maintained, and con sequently the COAF, built under the first project, lost important support and was seriously underutilized and barely operational at the time of the 1985 assessment. The COAF's problems were further exacerbated by the Bank Group-financed construction and staffing of the Mano River Union Forestry Training Institute (FTI) under the second and third projects. The FTI competed with the COAF for scarce staff, finances, and students, and contributed to COAF's decline.
This pattern of setting up one unit, subsequently failing to support it, and frequently undermining the unit by setting up a competitor, was a pattern we observed over and over in our assessment work. The pattern was not always the result of changes in policy over time. In some instances new (sometimes competing) institutional units were established as part of an explicit development strategy by development agencies. The following two sections discuss this strategy and its consequences in more detail.
V. The Creation of Autonomous Units in Development Projects
The World Bank has a documented preference for establishing au tonomous units as part of its blueprint for development, 39 Van given the difficulties in trying to conduct change within any bureaucracy. However, this strategy for "cutting through the red tape" resulted in a vastly more complex set of conflicting authorities and many more problems of coordinating activities. In other words, a worsening of precisely the original problems. In addition to the schools constructed under the Bank Group projects, the four Bank Group Liberian education projects created 20 new units in the Liberian education sector. Most of these units were involved in educational administration and planning. Many of them duplicated or monopolized the functions of other units. For instance, the Project Im plementation Unit (PIU) was established under the First Education Project. Its duties were to administer the Bank Group education projects. It operated as an autonomous unit within the MOE, with its director reporting directly to the Minister of Education, thus bypassing intermediate authorities.
This autonomy was efficient in some ways but problematic in others. The lack of supervision of PIU activities led to questions regarding its accounting procedures and the allocation of funds. Further, PIU isolation led to a communication breakdown and subsequent problems of coordination. Due to a lack of information about project status, the activities of other units of the MOE responsible for various aspects of different projects were delayed and uncoordinated. For instance, equipment delivered to the STCs sat unopened in boxes for months during and after construction because those responsible for unpacking them were unaware of their arrival.
Many of the problems of conflicting jurisdictions cited above were the result of Bank Group-created agencies duplicating or encroaching on the functions of other units. The most common approach to problem solving was to create a new unit. This strategy was used to deal with problems of instructional materials. Under the second project a publications unit was created in the MOE to draft textbooks and other instructional materials. When the output was not satisfactory, fourth project planners decided to use outside publishers and created a new textbook unit for textbook distribution. The publications unit was simply retained, a relic of an earlier project.
The strategy of creating autonomous agencies was not always a failure. The Division of Educational Facilities (DEF) was created under the First Education Project. Its function was to oversee the design and construction of Bank Group project buildings. Although it was resented by officials at the Ministry of Public Works, the DEF generally accomplished its goals. It did share some similar problems with the PIU in that its autonomy from the rest of the MOE tended to lead to communication and coordination problems.
The establishment of new, often autonomous units by development planners often results in the duplication of functions, jurisdictional prob lems, and system fragmentation. As we have seen, these problems can arise when only one funding agency is involved. When we expand the scope of our analysis to include the many other funding agencies that populate the Liberian educational development landscape, the problems of competition, conflict, and fragmentation multiply.
VI. Competition for Control of Development Funds
Two sorts of competition for control of development funds create problems for the education sector: (1) competition among units within the sector for allocation and control of funds and (2) competition among international development agencies for control of the sector.
A. Internal Competition for Development Funds
In all countries and in all private and public sectors there is much tension and conflict surrounding the effort to obtain resources for staff and program development. This is particularly true in developing states where resources can be desperately scarce. While battles are fought over national resources, often patterns of accommodation are worked out over time that tend to stabilize competition. This is less often the case with international resources due to their irregular availability and windfall nature. The competition for external funds among various ministries and among units within single ministries is one way in which local education planners collaborate with international agencies in fractionalizing education systems. 41 When First Education Project appraisers arrived in Liberia, the state of affairs in education was desperate. The importance of international funding to Liberian educational planners is evident when the amount of the World Bank loan for the First Education Project in 1972 ($9.6 million) is compared to the total Liberian government expenditures for education in 1970 ($13.8 million). A development loan equaling 70 percent of public expenditures for education was simply irresistible to Liberian educational administrators. 42 As a high-level Ministry of Education official told us, "Then, we would take anything they offered because we needed everything."
While officials at the MOE had their own agenda for building and improving the education system, they felt they were in a weak bargaining 41 Ibid., pp. 201 and 236. 42 The relative amounts (as percentages of government expenditures on education) of the three subsequent Bank Group loans declined but remained significant parts of the Liberian education budget. In 1983, Liberian government education expenditures were $89.9 million; World Bank and African Development Bank loans for the Fourth Education Project, begun in 1982, represented an additional $23.3 million, or 25.9 percent, of the 1983 budget. See Unesco (n. 1 above), sec. 2, p. 36. position because of their obvious need. Further, any resistance by one unit to outside development planners' proposals could be bypassed by planners approaching another unit. This strategy by development agencies of finding a sympathetic ear was enhanced by the ready availability of anxious listeners. The result was a widening of involved units, often with accompanying problems of coordination and agreement during project operation and completion.
The vocational/technical (voc/tech) sector illustrated the problem of multiple units involved in and seeking control over project components. The Ministry of Youth and Sport (MYS) became involved in several voc/ tech projects under the second, third, and fourth education projects. Typically, the Bank Group plan to improve vocational/technical training was to build new institutions, principally the Agricultural and Industrial Training Board (AITB) (an administrative unit designed to set standards for voc/tech training and to oversee and license schools operating in the subsector), the Monrovia Vocational Training Center (a school for postsecondary voc/tech training and apprenticeship), and the Commercial Training Center (a school for clerical training). 43 Conflicts between the MOE and the MYS delayed construction and implementation of all three projects 44 and continued to hinder their op eration after completion. Problems were worsened by the duplication of MOE Division of Science and Technical Education functions by the AITB, a situation that resulted in neither unit being able to effectively design and oversee vocational and technical education.
B. External Competition for Control of t he Education Sector
Like most developing countries, Liberian educational development has been a partnership between various elements of the Liberian gov ernment, Liberian educators, and international development and assistance agencies. During the period from 1972 to 1985, a sizable number of international agencies were involved in a diversity of Liberian development projects: Unesco, International Labor Office (ILO), United Nations De velopment Program (UNDP), USAID, International Development Agency (IDA), World Bank, African Development Bank, Peace Corps, and the U.S. Information Service (USIS). The involvement of these many agencies contributed to the drift and discontinuities in the Liberian education sector. 43 Omitted from this list are a number of other vocational/technical projects that the MYS was not involved with but that did involve other international agencies and that did further fracture the vocational/technical education subsector. Some of these are discussed in the next section. 44 Due to interministry problems and financial problems, the Commercial Training Center will probably never be built.
The sections above outlined the ways in which one pair of international agencies, working together, 4 , produced a number of new units and pro grams that enhanced some aspects of Liberian education, but that also further disorganized the education sector due to policy changes over time and due to particular development strategies. These disorganizing and fractionalizing effects were multiplied as the number of separate agencies involved in development aid increased. The ways in which the effects of multiple agencies worsened the problems of looseness in the education sector were twofold: (1) as a result of processes that paralleled the ways in which single agencies created contradictions and discontinuities, that is, policy variations among agencies and policy changes over time within agencies; and (2) as a result of a new process that emerged when multiple development agencies were present, for example, interagency competition for control of the education sector. In the next sections we provide an example of how each of these operated.
Interagency policy differences.-The Bank Group's Third Education Project allocated $2.5 million for the construction, equipping, and staffing of four Science and Technology Centers (STCs) attached to four high schools in the Liberian regional cities of Greenville, Robertsport, Sanniquellie, and Buchanan. The STCs represented an effort by project planners to address recurrent deficiencies in vocational/technical education as well as to offer a partial remedy to regional inequalities in Liberian secondary science education. The STCs were to be used by students of high schools in the city and surrounding communities to supplement their secondary education. The STC construction was scheduled for completion in 1980. By the time of our appraisal in 1985, none of the STCs was open and operating as planned, although three were built and one was in partial use.
In order to rescue the STCs, and since no funds were allocated for them under the Bank Group's Fourth Education Project, the MOE obtained assistance from two American agencies-the Peace Corps and the United States Information Service (USIS). The focus of USIS/Peace Corps assistance was instructional (a focus consistent with the skills and orientation of those agencies) in the form of a project named Teacher-Text-Technology (TIT), begun in 1984. The U.S. Information Service provided technical assistance and instructional materials for the training of Peace Corps volunteers who initially staffed and subsequently trained Liberian teachers for the STCs. The curriculum to be employed retained the original STC science 45 Although the World Bank (and its International Development Agency [IDA] ) and the African Development Bank (ADB) are separate agencies, ADB and IDA assistance was incorporated into World Bank project plans, and so, in Liberia, interventions were coordinated.
emphasis, but the technology (vocational and home economics) component was deleted in favor of mathematics and language arts (two subjects pre sumably already being taught in the high schools, and not part of the original science and technology intent of the STCs).
While the instructional assistance provided by the two American agencies was needed, the problems of the STCs went far beyond manpower shortages and involved mainly construction (the Bank Group's policy focus), program organization and coordination, and finances. The three constructed STCs had no running water (due to construction problems), little or no electricity (due to regional power shortages and electricity delivery system problems), inadequate or absent equipment (due to ordering problems, finances, and theft), no funds or procedure for reordering supplies, no transportation or plan for busing in students from neighboring high schools or com munities, and security and managerial problems. The TTT project's pro gram of training and staffing the STCs was dwarfed by the magnitude of the existing problems. And in fact, further problems arose as a result of the TTT project itself.
In order to attract teachers to regional schools, the TTT project provided salary incentives to STC teachers. In a context of nationally low salaries and untimely salary payments, this disparity between STC teacher salaries and those of other Liberian teachers prompted a protest from the National Union of Liberian Teachers, which argued that the STC salaries violated MOE policy. The provision of instructional materials by the TTT project also illustrated the introduction of discontinuities in existing schooling policies and procedures by outside agencies. Although the Bank Group had financed the development and purchase of MOE-approved textbooks, non-MOE science, math, and language arts texts were obtained through the efforts of the TTT staff. Their use violated MOE policy and contributed diversity rather than continuity to the already diverse world of Liberian educational instructional materials. 4 *'
The differences in policy orientation and approach between the Bank Group education projects and the USIS/Peace Corps TTT project illustrate the loosening effect such multiple actors can have on the education system. The next section describes a situation where policy differences between agencies escalated into a struggle for control over the Liberian primary education subsector.
Interagency competition.-Organizational research suggests that one of the reasons for loose coupling is multiple external pressures on an or ganization. Multiple resource flows or multiple external power centers can exert diverse, conflicting pressures on an organization that responds by fractionalizing programs, subdividing functions, and proliferating units. 46 At the time of the 1985 assessment, TTT staff had agreed to use MOE textbooks.
This is precisely what occurred in the Liberian primary-education subsector as a result of competition between the Bank Group textbook program and the USAID Improved Efficiency in Learning (IEL) project.
Beginning in 1978, USAID funded the IEL project, designed, among other things, to provide an instructional system, including instructional materials, for use in Liberian primary schools. Simultaneously, under the Fourth Education Project the Bank Group funded a textbook program also designed to provide instructional materials for use in Liberian primary schools. As is typical of separately funded projects, the projects were distinct administratively and in their content and approach. Each project had its own project director, budget, and staff, and each project was under the control of a different deputy minister in the MOE. In addition, each project had its own teacher training program, supervisory system, cur riculum, and instructional materials, and the two projects were implemented in different schools. However, when the MOE and USAID decided to extend and expand the IEL project in the form of IEL-II (originally scheduled for implementation in 1984), the two projects embarked on a collision course.
The reason for the impending collision stemmed directly from the independence of program funding. In order to obtain the resources nec essary for the development of its primary schooling system, the MOE looked to the funding environment and found the Bank Group and USAID. The two agencies' somewhat competitive stance toward one another (no doubt linked to each organization's relevant economic and political environment), their project administration by separate MOE branches (the result of the competition for external resources discussed above), and the differing content of the two programs challenged any efforts at coordinating the two projects.
The result was an inevitable conflict between the two projects that took the form of a several-year struggle between USAID personnel, who refused to release IEL-II funds until an MOE commitment was made to make IEL the exclusive primary-education program in Liberia, and MOE officials, who steadfastly refused to abandon the use of Bank Groupfinanced textbooks in Liberian primary schools. 47 By virtue of their (1) design-each to provide curricula, teacher training, supervision, and instructional materials for grades 1-6 in the primary schools, (2) administration-in separate branches of the MOE, and (3) intent-each to be the primary instructional system in Liberia, the success of either the USAID IEL project or the Bank Group textbook program challenged the success of the other. Unsuccessful efforts to reconcile the competition between these two separately funded projects underlined the power that external agencies can exert and the fractionalizing effects such competition can have. 48 Whether the IEL textbook conflict was resolved, in favor of one system or the other or in favor of a solution that bifurcated Liberian primary education, remained to be seen. The resistance of the MOE to the latter solution testified to MOE's comprehension of the ed ucation sector's organizational and continuity problems and to a less des perate situation from that of an earlier era.
VII. Conclusion
The above analysis offers a partial explanation for the discrepancies, discontinuities, and difficulties typifying the development of the Liberian education sector. The loose coupling perspective described the structure of the education system and pointed to some of the forces that contributed to its particular shape and operation. We argued that educational expansion as denoted in enrollment and expenditure statistics is not an accurate picture of the realities of education in developing states. We further argued that international development funding, while helping to expand and enhance system segments, has also often unwittingly contributed to many of the problems of educational development in Liberia, and that Liberia was by no means unique in these problems.
In conclusion, we do not wish to characterize educational development as development ex machina, where local planners and educators are depicted as mere puppets on the strings of international agencies. As we noted above, local competition for external resources exerts fractionalizing pres sures on the education sector as well. Our purpose here has been to identify the less obvious and unintentional role of international funding agencies in the problems of educational development, particularly in the fractionalizing of the education sector.
